
  DRINKS 
MENU

BEER           	       
Suntory Pilsner	500ml	   $14.80	    $  8.40 

	 	 	 250ml	   $10.80	    $  6.40	 


HOUSE POUR 
Pierre Jean Merlot	 	   $15.00	    $  7.50

Pierre Jean Chardonnay	   $15.00	    $  7.50 

HAPPY HOURS 
(MON TO THURS, BEFORE 7PM)  

SPECIAL LIQUOR 

梅酒 九年古酒  
9 YEARS AGE UMESHU 
Bottle	(720)	 : $88.80

Glass		 : $10.80


柚⼦酒  
UMENOYANO YUZUSHU 
Bottle	(720)	 : $78.80

Glass		 : $  9.80


Pierre Jean 
(French)

Chardonnay $55.80

Merlot	  $55.80


WINE 

響 
HIBIKI HARMONY 
Bottle	(720)	 : $398.80

Single Shot	 : $  18.00

Double shot	: $  32.00


⾓ 
KAKUBIN 
Bottle	(720)	 : $158.80

Single Shot	 : $  11.00

Double shot	: $  20.00


六  
ROKU GIN 
Bottle	(720)	 : $168.80

Single Shot	 : $  14.00

Double shot	: $  24.00


(ADDITIONAL $1 TO GO 
WITH SODA) 

Free 6 mixer if you 
purchase bottle 

LIQUOR 

Acqua Panna                 $ 7.80 
Calpis water                 $ 6.80

Calpis Soda                 $ 6.80 
Coca-cola                       $ 4.80 
Coke Zero                       $ 4.80 
Ginger Ale                       $ 4.80 
Sprite                       $ 4.80 
Fanta Grape                      $ 4.80

Oolong Tea (Canned)                 $ 4.80

Ice Lemon Tea                 $ 4.80

Tonic Water 	 	                 $ 4.80     
Soba Tea (Hot)                           $ 4.80             
Honey Pomegranate Tea (Hot)      $ 4.80

Yuzu Tea (Hot)                            $ 4.80

Spaking Water                       $ 3.80

Green Tea (Iced/Hot)                      $ 2.00


知多 
CHITA 
Bottle	(720)	 : $198.80

Single Shot	 : $  15.00

Double shot	: $  28.00


 
JIM BEAM 
Bottle	(720)	 : $158.80

Single Shot	 : $  11.00

Double shot	: $  20.00


HIGHBALL	

Chita Highball	 	 	   $15.00	    $10.00

Roku Gin Highball	 	   $14.00	    $10.00 
Kaku Highball	 	 	   $12.00	    $  9.00 
Jim Beam Highball	 	   $12.00	    $  9.00


Usual 
Price

Happy 
Hour

Lawson’s Dry Hill 
(New Zealand) 
Sauvignon Blanc	 $85.80 
Pinot Noir	 	 $95.80

COCKTAIL 

Chita Highball                      $16.00 
Roku Gin Tonic               $14.00 
Roku Highball               $14.00

Roku Blossom               $14.00 
Haku Highball                     $14.00 
Calpis Sour               $13.00

Oolong High                $13.00

Lemon Sour               $13.00 
Kaku Highball               $12.00

JimBeam Highball                $12.00

Ume High                      $11.80 
Yuzu High                      $10.80 

NON-ALCOHOL 



KIYOSHI	SELECTED	SAKE	 	 	 			720ML	

獺祭23 純⽶⼤吟醸
Dassai 23 Junmai Daiginjo   $258.80

(Yamaguchi prefecture) 
SMV:+4	 polishing:23%	    

The initial impression is that of the clean ßavour with 
an aftertaste that combines the sweetness of fruit with 
soft mellowness.


獺祭 45  純⽶⼤吟醸
Dassai 45 Junmai Daiginjo    $58.80  
(Yamaguchi prefecture)

Sweet & Aroma 
SMV:+3	 polishing:45%

Enjoy this delicate brew carefully crafted with fruity 
ßoral aromas on the nose and a soft, clean Þnish.

	    


MINI	BOTTLE		 									 		300ML

獺祭 45  純⽶⼤吟醸
Dassai 45 Junmai Daiginjo     $108.80              
(Yamaguchi prefecture) 
SMV:+3	 polishing:45%

Enjoy this delicate brew carefully crafted with fruity 
ßoral aromas on the nose and a soft,clean Þnish.  


浦霞 純⽶ 
Urakasumi Junmai           $38.80 
(Miyagi prefecture)                  
SMV:+1~+3 	 polishing:55%

Light and smooth type.Gentleness is elegantly 
balanced with richness.Round and savoury taste is 
harmonized with aroma.

Grand prize of 

U.S. National Sake Appraisal 2019,2020


PARTY	SELECTION	 									1800ML	

⼀の蔵 無監査             $178.80 (1.8ml)
Ichinokura Mukansa   $ 68.80  (720ml) 
(Miyagi prefecture)	           $ 35.80  (300ml)

SMV:+10	       polishing:65%

Mukansa was one of the Þrst dry sakes brewed by 
Ichinokura brewery, and continues to be a favorite.

(Recommended for hot sake)

獺祭 45  純⽶⼤吟醸          $248.80
Dassai 45 Junmai Daiginjo  
(Yamaguchi prefecture) 
SMV:+3	      polishing:45%

Enjoy this delicate brew carefully   crafted with fruity              
ßoral aromas on the nose and a soft, clean Þnish.   


獺祭 39  純⽶⼤吟醸     $288.80
Dassai 39 Junmai Daiginjo     
(Yamaguchi prefecture) 
SMV:+3	   polishing:39%

A skillfully balanced Junmai Daiginjo that brings 
a rush of fruit ßavors to your palate.	    


越後桜 38 ⼤吟醸
Echigozakura 38 Daiginjo   $118.80 
(Niigata prefecture)
SMV:+3	 polishing:38%

Daiginjo made with Yamada Nishiki polished to 
38%. With a gorgeous fragrance and soft taste, you 
can enjoy it in various scenes concept. 

燦然 純⽶⼤吟釀
 Sanzen Junmai Daiginjo Omachi  
(Yamadanishiki prefecture)	         $88.80 
SMV:+2	 polishing:40%

Wildly aromatic, juicy melon, peaches with a slight 
hint of grass and cotton candy. Lusciously velvety 
texture, ßavours envelope the palate entirely, 
complex, elegant and fruity, with just enough 
sweetness to assert a long Þnish

⼤⼭ 特別純⽶ ⼗⽔
Ohayama Tokubetsu Junmai Tomizu                            
(Yamagata prefecture)                   $68.80 
SMV:-6.5	 polishing:60%

The old-time sake making method is revived with 
modern technology. Using 20% more rice than ordinary 
sake making, this sake has a rich, juicy and surprising 
taste that you have never experienced.

⼤七 純⽶ ⽣酛 きもと純⽶
Daishichi Junmai Kimoto  
(Fukushima prefecture)	          $72.80   
SMV:+3	 polishing:69%

Daishichi's Junmai Kimoto has achieved world renown as 
the deÞnitive kimoto-brewed sake. Their master craftsmen 
spare no effort in creating this distinctive brew. Full 
maturation creates a perfect alignment of rich ßavors and 
acidity, with a fresh, clean aftertaste.

⽇本盛 ⼤吟醸
Sakari Daiginjo  
(Hyogo prefecture)	 	           $78.80 
SMV:+5	 polishing:50%

On the nose, light rice & fruity aromas with some yeasty 
notes. On the palatte, there is  Kiwi & Water Pear with a 
hint of spice. Finishes clean & dry.
Texsom 2021 - Gold

春⿅ 純⽶吟醸 吟麗
Harushika Junmai Ginjo Ginrei  
(Nara prefecture)	 	        $68.80 
SMV:+1	 polishing:60%

Elegant aroma is harmonized with mild ßavour 
of rice and expansive sweetness Soft texture 
and Þne after taste.


⽇本盛 純⽶吟醸
Sakari Junmai ginjo  
(Hyogo  prefecture)	 	            $68.80 
SMV:+2	  polishing:55%

Strong tropical nose of mango & melon. Creamy 
mouthfeel, good body with a hint of citrus.                
Texsom 2021 - Silver

今鏡 純⽶吟醸 ⾦纹錦
Imanishiki Junmai Ginjo Miyamanishiki  
(Nara prefecture)	 	            $88.80 
SMV: +3      polishing:55%

Brewed with Nagano Sake Rice and Yeast. Notes of ripe red 
apple, Stone fruit, melon & plums. Lovely elegant perfumed 
notes, a citrus palate with a pleasant bitterness and saltiness.
London Sake Challenge 2020 -Gold
 Sake Selection 2018 - Platinum,
IWC Sake 2016 - Silver

上善如⽔  純⽶⼤吟醸
Jozen junmai Daiginjo      $48.80 
(Niigata prefecture)

SMV:+2	 polishing:45%

Fruity and ßavorful sake.Moderate refreshing 
aroma of banana and melon with o hint of 
aromatic free.Smooth and Þne texture with 
condensed fruity and savoury ßavors.

	    


⼋⿅    本釀造⾟⼝
Yatsushika Honjozo     $38.80 
(Oita prefecture)

SMV:+12	 polishing:70%

Brewed with locally grown rice. Dry with a sharp 
Þnish.
(Recommended for Hot Sake)

勝⼭  献  純⽶吟醸       $268.80
Katsuyama Ken Junmai Ginjo  
(Miyagi prefecture)	 	 

SMV:+4	    polishing: 50%

Slightly heavier and drier, which mixes to create

 a bold ßavor, and just a hint of sweetness


